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Students address Trustees tonight

By Reginald Hoytson
Campus Editor

An advisory group of Black students will begin meeting today, according to a letter from the Board of Trustees, in order to have an opportunity to talk with students about the changes at Howard.

A board meeting was held March 12 with Trustees, University President, and College of Fine Arts.

The meeting was attended to strategize the administrative costs of the University, as well as to lay the groundwork for a future dialogue with students and support the Board. The board asked for feedback from students and support the Board. The board asked for feedback from students.

Several students responded with letters expressing their support for the Board. However, a number of students expressed concern about the lack of representation of students in the discussions.

Groups of student representatives have been meeting in closed sessions for several weeks to prepare for this potential dialogue. A variety of issues, such as tuition, housing, and academic support, are being discussed.

The meeting is scheduled for this afternoon in the Board Room.

Lending a Helping Hand

By Mark Jernigan

A new student group, the Howard University Student Volunteers, has begun to lend a helping hand to the Howard University community.

The group was formed by students who have been living in the area for several years and have developed a sense of community spirit.

They are working to help others in need, such as providing food and clothing assistance, and offering tutoring services.

The group is open to all interested students and welcomes volunteers to join.

ANC residents wish if HUSA President-Elect Hutto can still represent

By Larry Brower

Hilltop Staff Writer

When student Shane Blake first heard of the advisory group, he was excited. He said he was interested in being a part of the process and wanted to help shape the future of the Howard University community.

However, when he was informed that he would not be able to participate due to his status as a non-traditional student, he was disappointed.

He said he was ready to be a part of the group and was eager to contribute to the discussions.

Injured football player remains optimistic

By Dennis E. Edwards

Hilltop Staff Writer

It was just another day on the field for Howard University football player Larry Connors.

He was practicing with his teammates when he suddenly fell to the ground with a loud cry. The medical staff rushed to his aid, but he was unable to move his legs.

Doctors determined that he had suffered a spinal cord injury and that he would need to undergo surgery as soon as possible.

"I can't believe this is happening to me," Connors said as he lay in his hospital bed. "I've worked so hard to get to where I am, and now this."

Despite his initial shock and disbelief, Connors remained optimistic about his recovery and vowed to come back stronger than ever.

"I know I have a lot of support from everyone," he said. "I just need to focus on getting better."
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HU students to make Mecca pilgrimage

By Bishop Chui

This year's program has invited several of the University president and the Robb. More than 1,000 students will be invited to the pilgrimage, along with another 500 students who will travel separately. The pilgrimage will take place in the fall, and the students will return to campus in January.

The event is open to all students, regardless of their faith or religion. The pilgrimage is organized by the university's Office of International Affairs and the Department of Religion.

The pilgrimage is expected to last for two weeks, and will include visits to various Islamic shrines and institutions, such as the Grand Mosque in Mecca and the Prophet's Mosque in Medina. The students will also have the opportunity to participate in various religious ceremonies and rituals.

The pilgrimage is expected to be a significant event for students who are interested in learning more about Islam and its role in contemporary society. It is also an opportunity for students to connect with their peers from different backgrounds and cultures.

HU pharmacy professor wins radio-show grant

By Erik Warner

The Howard University School of Pharmacy has received a grant from the National Council of Pharmacy Education to support a new radio show on pharmacy issues. The show, titled "Ask the Pharmacy Doctor," will be broadcast on WRC 930 AM, and will feature regular segments on topics such as medication and its proper use.

The grant is part of a larger initiative to increase public awareness of pharmacy issues, and to promote the role of pharmacists in patient care. The show is expected to reach a wide audience, and to provide valuable information on how to use medications properly and safely.

"Ask the Pharmacy Doctor" is hosted by pharmacist and professor Dr. Charles Frelow. Frelow is a leading expert in pharmacy issues, and has a strong commitment to promoting public health and well-being.

The grant is a significant milestone in the development of the show, and is expected to provide a strong foundation for future programming and outreach efforts.

"We are thrilled to receive this grant," said Frelow. "It will enable us to reach a wider audience and to provide valuable information on how to use medications properly and safely."
Because today is mystery meat day.

It's everywhere you want to be.

PGH PRODUCTIONS

Presents

1st ANNUAL HOWARD UNIVERSITY SENIOR CABARET

HONORING THE CLASS OF 1997

Saturday, April 26, 1997

9pm - 2am

At The

Grand Hyatt

1000 H Street NW

(Independence Ballroom)

Music by DJ TRINI

Free Buffet * Cash Bar * Photos

$30 Singles

Semi-Formal Attire Required

$50 Couples

For Ticket Information, Call:

School of Business (Student Council) 202.806.1516

Sheldon 202.635.0256 * Jim 1 800.631.2377

Patrik 202.293.9872 * Terry 202.889.1522

Special Thanks - JT, Misty, School of Business S.C., Arts & Sciences S.A.

© 1997 DESIGNED BY... POWERGRAPHICS 202.333.3343
by Larry Brown

Washington D.C.

Battles before D.C. for Marion Barro was solved had to wait for the State of the District in 1998, more than 40 taxi drivers gathered at Lincoln Theater on April 2 to protest Barry’s policy changes.

"Recall the guy" and wore signs that said the Mayor’s new policy would be difficult for drivers and other taxi owners to adapt to. New taxis and new taxis are unfair.

"We won’t reinstate the drivers, and we won’t get the drivers back," said cab driver Dali Oknrad. He said the drivers were trying to living for these changes, and we shouldn’t have the drivers back.

Although several of the drivers said the new policy was unfair, many local residents said they were pleased that Barry has finally tackled the problem of bad cabs in the District.

"This stupid problem is a bunch of garbage," said D.C. resident Tom Johnson. "A black person can’t even get a cab in this way." When they [the cab drivers] decide to straighten out their organization and be fair to all of us, then they can come in and say what is unfair.

These guys can’t even catch a taxi, said Roxanne Bonnette, 40, added. "They want us to respect them for their work, but they don’t do that for us.

On many occasions I have been unable to get a cab to even stop and pick me up even if I wave the money in my hand.

"Major Barry is right to call them ‘Stragglers’ upon his address," they say. He wants the people to keep the same old taxi drivers, such as ‘Taxi Laxx’, but we deserve a first-class taxi system in this town."

"I don’t care how much they pocketed," he added.

"We are going to get a first-class taxi system.

..."
Beware future alumni: Student loan payments do not disappear. High loan-defauli rate could jeopardize school loan programs.

By Bobby White

Holton State Senator

Laura Smith walked down the graduation aisle with confidence. She received her degree from the "Massa" and had a job made up $27,000 per year. renting a house for a couple of years.

But eight months later, the Howard University alumna's optimism changed when she received her first bill for student loans.

Smith owed $35,000 in loans, so she was required to pay a little under $500 per month. "I was shocked," Smith said. "I think I was going to do this gift idea for them."

This is the scenario for many recent graduates who work the world after college. Many have loans, many have payments. Others don't pay their debts, others pay in full.

Along with entrance and exit interviews, students are given the Perkins Loan Program, a program where the schools themselves invest money to students. Direct Loans allows schools, colleges and universities to get their money back with school's default rates of more than 33 percent in three consecutive years.

"With Howard being a Direct Loan school, there are many payment options, and it is easier to pay back loans," said Diane Hammonts, director of Financial Services. "We have a program that can be used to make your loans more manageable."

We will be on campus October 19th, interviewing for Summer Interns and Full-time Engineering Candidates. If you are a Sophomore with a good academic record and leadership skills, we'd like to see you in October! Register at the Career Placement Center in September. ANDA. Be sure to visit P&G's booth at the October 1 Careers Exploration Day event!

Also try our internet WEB a d d r s s : Http://WWW.pgo.com/careers to learn more about us and get more info via email.

We have challenging Summer and Full-Time Job opportunities available.

Anti-Discrimination Leage of America Online blasts allowing KKK site on the Internet

"On our web site, we're not anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, or anti-Catholic" -- Michael Lowe, creator of KKK site

"We feel like we do have a responsibility to let the students know they are getting a service," Lowe said the Boston Globe. "On our web site, we're not anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, or anti-Catholic."

By Steven Gray

As the pulse of American politics becomes increasingly conservative, so too have the new Yellow Press. Especially those lines have become the civil rights issue.

According to the recently issued Center for Media & Public Affairs report, roughly one third of Blacks now identify with the Republican party, a far more conservative group than the Democrats, but which operates the nation's largest web site, America Online.

"We like to be on the Internet," said Larry Williams, the Republican party's national chairman. "We have a duty to hold the line against the racial messages."

Some critics have pointed out that America Online is "an attack on us" and worse than other Internet services. "I think the state of affairs on the Internet is a real problem," said stitched Bill Foxman, head of the American Civil Liberties Union.

The site Foxman is criticizing "is the same as the KKK," said George Will, a former member of the House Republican leadership. "Yet another member of the KKK, he has been involved with the anti-Semitic group, the Black Republicans."
Activists call upon U.S. government to shut down the School of Americas

By Karen Thomas
Hilltop Staff Writer

The School of the Americas (SOA), a military training center on the outskirts of Panama City, has been the focus of controversy for many years. The SOA has trained thousands of Latin American military officers and has been accused of training some of the most abusive soldiers in the region.

The SOA, established by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in 1946, has been accused of training Latin American soldiers who engaged in human rights abuses and were later implicated in human rights violations in their home countries. The SOA has been accused of training soldiers who were involved in the 1980s and 1990s military interventions in Central America and the Caribbean.

Since democracy was restored in Haiti in 1994 after the ouster of the Duvalier regime, the school has trained hundreds of Haitian military officers. The SOA has been accused of training soldiers who were involved in human rights abuses and were later implicated in human rights violations in their home countries.

The School of the Americas remains in turmoil as tension leaders battle for power.

By Aminah Shafiq
Hilltop Staff Writer

Kemnah and Taylor began referring their lives to their new newsletter, "The Mountain," which they published in May 1998. The newsletter contained articles by various members of the SOA alumni network, including former students and faculty members. The newsletter contained articles by various members of the SOA alumni network, including former students and faculty members. The newsletter contained articles by various members of the SOA alumni network, including former students and faculty members.

Kemnah and Taylor began referring their lives to their new newsletter, "The Mountain," which they published in May 1998. The newsletter contained articles by various members of the SOA alumni network, including former students and faculty members. The newsletter contained articles by various members of the SOA alumni network, including former students and faculty members. The newsletter contained articles by various members of the SOA alumni network, including former students and faculty members.
Dare To Rock The Boat

McHALE'S NAVY

COMING SOON

www.mchalesnavy.com

FREE TUTORING
Pre-Calculus    Calculus I    Calculus II
Biology        Chemistry      Physics

SATURDAY, APRIL 26, 1997
9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1997
4:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
CARNegie BUILDING - ROOM 201
(202) 806-5702
Howard University Student Association
1997-1998

Is currently interviewing for the following positions:

Executive Assistant
Informations Systems Director
Inter-Collegiate Director
Public Relations Director
Program Coordinators
Community Outreach Director

Applications can be picked up in the office of Students Activities, Rm 117- Blackburn Center. Interviews will began on April 24, 1997. Please bring your resume and/or proposals to the interviews.
Fine arts students may win or lose, but fight must not end

Today is judgment day for Fine Arts. The academic dispute concerning the merger is not the deciding factor of the future status of the Fine Arts department. The試爭 is more about the preservation of the history and culture of Howard University. The students are fighting for their rights as members of the university community and are determined to protect the integrity of their program.

The United States has joined the many voices that are opposing the merger of Fine Arts and the College of Sciences. This decision is based on the belief that the merger would negatively affect the college's ability to continue providing quality education.

Students have been long since familiar with the issue of the merger. The students understand the potential impact of the merger on their future careers and the university's ability to meet the needs of its students. They are determined to fight for their rights and to ensure that their voices are heard.

The fight involves football team members and students who are united in their desire to preserve the Fine Arts department. The students and the football team are standing together in solidarity against the merger.

While the issue of the merger is still ongoing, the students are actively engaging in the fight to preserve the Fine Arts department. They are determined to fight for their rights and to ensure that their voices are heard.

The students and the football team are a team, and they are united in their desire to preserve the Fine Arts department. They are determined to fight for their rights and to ensure that their voices are heard.
attack on Howard University's Department of Fine Arts by the student group UGSA. The Rumored 60/40 plan signals the end of Howard University's tradition of 120 percent enrollment. When previously the percentage of White students was 60, the percentage of Black students was 40. These universities are typically more successful at encouraging the enrollment of Black students than of White students. The Rumored 60/40 plan would lead to a decrease in the number of Black students and an increase in the number of White students. This is not a new phenomenon: if you look at enrollment across the country, it is easy to see how this has happened. 

The Rumored 60/40 plan would lead to a decrease in the number of Black students and an increase in the number of White students. This is not a new phenomenon: if you look at enrollment across the country, it is easy to see how this has happened. 

The Rumored 60/40 plan would lead to a decrease in the number of Black students and an increase in the number of White students. This is not a new phenomenon: if you look at enrollment across the country, it is easy to see how this has happened.
**SHOWING OUR COLORS**

COME LEARN ABOUT THE BLACK DIVERSITY IN GERMANY.

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE BROTHERS AND SISTERS

LEARN ABOUT:

SURVIVING THE HOLOCAUST

CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY MONTH

STATUS OF BLACK WOMEN

QUESTIONS OF IDENTITY

THE BLACK GERMAN MOVEMENT

---

**THE POLICE CORPS**

LAW COMMUNITY JUSTICE

The Police Corps is looking for a few good men...and women, to apply their talent and energy to one of our nation’s most important challenges: reclaiming our communities from crime and violence.

The Police Corps is a national college scholarship program. Its purpose is to recruit and train college graduates to serve at least four years as community patrol officers. If you are selected, you will be eligible for reimbursement of college expenses up to $30,000. In Maryland, the first contingent of Police Corps graduates will become members of the Baltimore Police Department.

If you are a 1996 or 1997 college graduate, of good character, have a sincere dedication to public service, and are looking for a challenge and an opportunity, the Police Corps is for YOU! For an application or further information, CALL NOW!

**GREYHOUND TICKETS FOR THE SUMMER VACATION MUST BE PURCHASED BY MAY 5, 1997 SO THAT BUSES CAN BE RESERVED FOR FOLLOWING THE CAMPUS DEPARTURE DATES:**

- Wednesday May 7, 1997
- Thursday May 8, 1997
- Friday May 9, 1997

APPLIES TO THE NEW YORK CITY AND NEWARK DESTINATIONS ONLY.

Thank you for using the Howard University Campus Store

---

For the mothers of the 1997 graduating class, the following gift items can be ordered in advance and collected the day of graduation in the Campus Store:

- Corsages: Single Carnations $3.75, Double Carnations $6.50

The colors that are available are white, pink, and red

**Deadline:** Friday May 2, 1997

Thank you for using the Howard University Campus Store


‘Etre’ show leaves audience dazed.

By Natalie Hopkinson

W hat in the world is it?

Women’s Dictionary doesn’t say, but the Ebonie hip-hop dictionary describes it as the “wombling thing on men, something tight on women, do what you want to do, do what you want to do, do what you want to do,” or something like that.

If you think you know what hip-hop fashion is, you’re wrong. Hip-hop fashion is not just about what you wear, but what you do with it. It’s about how you present yourself to the world. It’s about how you communicate your message to the audience.

The hip-hop fashion show that took place last week at Howard University was a sight to behold. The models walked down the runway wearing outfits that were anything but ordinary. They wore outfits that were so extreme, they made the models look like they were part of a fashion parade.

The costumes were so elaborate, they made the audience gasp. The models walked down the runway wearing outfits that were so revealing, they made the audience blush. The outfits were so bold, they made the audience feel like they were part of a fashion show.

The audience was so impressed with the outfits, they stood up and clapped. The models were so impressive, they made the audience think twice about their own clothes.

The hip-hop fashion show was a sight to behold. It was a sight to remember. It was a sight to inspire. It was a sight to be proud of.

That’s what hip-hop fashion is all about. It’s about being bold. It’s about being brave. It’s about being true to yourself. It’s about being yourself.

If you want to see hip-hop fashion, you should definitely go to a hip-hop fashion show. It’s a sight to behold. It’s a sight to remember. It’s a sight to inspire. It’s a sight to be proud of.

By Mark Jennings

HU’s hip-hop fashion show differs from the norm.

The dress for women that do the "keep it cool and snug," men’s shirts, and a fitted coat were stuck to the "keep it cool and snug," while the women’s dress was in the "nothing tight on men, no more hold you back" look.

The models walked down the runway wearing outfits that were so bold, they made the audience gasp. The outfits were so revealing, they made the audience blush. The outfits were so bold, they made the audience feel like they were part of a fashion parade.

The audience was so impressed with the outfits, they stood up and clapped. The models were so impressive, they made the audience think twice about their own clothes.

The hip-hop fashion show was a sight to behold. It was a sight to remember. It was a sight to inspire. It was a sight to be proud of.

That’s what hip-hop fashion is all about. It’s about being bold. It’s about being brave. It’s about being true to yourself. It’s about being yourself.

If you want to see hip-hop fashion, you should definitely go to a hip-hop fashion show. It’s a sight to behold. It’s a sight to remember. It’s a sight to inspire. It’s a sight to be proud of.

By Dwight Carr

Female model{Topping it all of was Max, the male model's wig flew off as he turned, one in a series of somersaults. Max was doing somersaults on the ground. The dress for women that do the "keep it cool and snug," men’s shirts, and a fitted coat were stuck to the "keep it cool and snug," while the women’s dress was in the "nothing tight on men, no more hold you back" look.

The models walked down the runway wearing outfits that were so bold, they made the audience gasp. The outfits were so revealing, they made the audience blush. The outfits were so bold, they made the audience feel like they were part of a fashion parade.

The audience was so impressed with the outfits, they stood up and clapped. The models were so impressive, they made the audience think twice about their own clothes.

The hip-hop fashion show was a sight to behold. It was a sight to remember. It was a sight to inspire. It was a sight to be proud of.

That’s what hip-hop fashion is all about. It’s about being bold. It’s about being brave. It’s about being true to yourself. It’s about being yourself.

If you want to see hip-hop fashion, you should definitely go to a hip-hop fashion show. It’s a sight to behold. It’s a sight to remember. It’s a sight to inspire. It’s a sight to be proud of.
Keeping in the Spirit: HU Community Choir prepares for April concert

By Latoya Brown
Hilltop Writer

When walking through the doors of Armstrong Auditorium on Friday, you may have thought you had stepped into a spiritual haven. There was much excitement surrounding the Howard University Community Choir. Under its conductor, Mary L. Campbell, it has been an eighth year of dedicated service to the Howard family and the surrounding DC community. The group performs in Concert of Christmas, a bi-annual program, and the annual Spring Concert, which is a long-time tradition.

Campbell said the choir has the unique challenge of entertaining the audience with mixed voices. The choir's strength lies in its ability to perform the sacred as well as the secular and appeal to a varied audience.

The Howard University Community Choir was established in 1932. Its first performance was on May 8, 1932. The group has since performed throughout the nation in collaboration with such renowned performers as Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway, Mahalia Jackson, and Lena Horne, among others.

Mary L. Campbell said the choir has the honor of being the first to perform at the Kennedy Center and the first to perform in 1983. The group has also performed at various events, including the annual White House Easter Egg Roll, the Mall of America, and the National Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony.

Campbell said the choir has the unique challenge of entertaining the audience with mixed voices. The choir's strength lies in its ability to perform the sacred as well as the secular and appeal to a varied audience. The group has performed in a variety of venues, including on stage at the Kennedy Center, the White House, and the National Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony.
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1984 Bobby Boyd opened the plush Takoma Station with high hopes and dreams of it becoming a success that it is today. Artists such as Gil Scott Heron, Steve Wonder, and Act Bluekey stop often, hanging out with the local kids, playing jazz, and chatting. The quaint jazzy club, located at 4th and 4th St. N.W., is frequented by those who just love good music and great atmosphere.

The stage spotlight is shared by the performers and traces of smoky smoke from those still haven't been convinced to kick the habit somehow, the smoke isn't bothersome here. The owners, who all love good music, consider it an "enlightening break." Boyd said.

Although Takoma Station is a jazz club from Wednesdays through Saturdays, Mondays are dedicated to reggae and Mondays are for comedy, with the District's own comedians Joe Clair, Reill Grant and Donnasee acting as hosts. On Thursday nights, the local band, Pure and Natural, performs. The band features Jacquie Johnson, who is from Kansas City. Mr. Johnson is the former lead singer of the band, which now plays at Takoma Station. On Thursday nights, the local band, Pure and Natural, performs. The band features Jacquie Johnson, a native of Kansas City, Mo.

The Takoma station, Established In 1984, is located at 6914 4th St., N.W. The atmosphere is half the allure of the place. Irregular tables positioned side by side, the run down to Mel Flore, a local painter, who is from Kansas City. Mr. Johnson is the former lead singer of the band, which now plays at Takoma Station. On Thursday nights, the local band, Pure and Natural, performs. The band features Jacquie Johnson, a native of Kansas City, Mo.

The Takoma station, Established In 1984, is located at 6914 4th St., N.W. The atmosphere is half the allure of the place. Irregular tables positioned side by side, the run down to Mel Flore, a local painter, who is from Kansas City. Mr. Johnson is the former lead singer of the band, which now plays at Takoma Station. On Thursday nights, the local band, Pure and Natural, performs. The band features Jacquie Johnson, a native of Kansas City, Mo.

The Takoma station, established in 1984, is located at 6914 4th St., N.W. The atmosphere is half the allure of the place. Irregular tables positioned side by side, the run down to Mel Flore, a local painter, who is from Kansas City. Mr. Johnson is the former lead singer of the band, which now plays at Takoma Station. On Thursday nights, the local band, Pure and Natural, performs. The band features Jacquie Johnson, a native of Kansas City, Mo.
HOWARD UNIVERSITY CAMPUS STORE
ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN CENTER
GROUND FLOOR
SPRING EXTRAVAGANZA
TAKE 20% OFF SELECTED REGULAR PRICED SWEAT SHIRTS.
TAKE 30% OFF ALL CHILDREN CLOTHING
SELECTED MERCHANDISE HIGHLIGHTED IN ORANGE ARE 30% OFF THE TICKETED PRICE. APRIL 21-26, 1997

CD SINGLES
2.99 • 3.99 • 4.99

TOWER RECORDS • VIDEO • BOOKS
Presents another attraction on The Chocolate Supa Highway.

PLEASE JOIN MICHAEL FRANTI OF SPEARHEAD IN A SPOKEN WORD PERFORMANCE AND SIGNING OF THE NEW SPEARHEAD CD "CHOCOLATE SUPA HIGHWAY" MONDAY, APRIL 21ST • 12:30 PM • TOWER D.C.

SPEARHEAD WILL PERFORM AT THE 9:30 CLUB ON SUNDAY, MAY 18TH AND AT BOHAGERS ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 21ST!

Joseph's Hair & Nail Salon
Tuesday & Thursday
$5 to $7 OFF Regular Prices
Blow Dry & Curl.................. $25.00
Wrap & Curl..................... $30.00
Full Perm........................ $50.00
T-up................................ $40.00
SetS............................... $25.00
Cuts................................ $15.00
Tints............................... $20.00
RinseS............................. $15.00
Tracks............................. $10.00
Finger Waves..................... $35.00
Push Waves....................... $30.00
French Rolls..................... $35.00
Spiral Curls..................... $35.00
Curls All Types................ $55.00

Right Across from Howard University School or Business
2620 Georgia Avenue, N.W. • Washington, D.C. 20001
(202) 319-7086

Joseph's Hair Braiding Salon
Bob Braids • Corn Rows • French Lacing • Invisible Braids • Casamas Braids • Goddess
Individuals • Senegalese Twists • Corn Screw • Micro Braids • Weaves

For Appointment Call
202-319-7086

Joseph Hair Salon
$10 DISCOUNT
With This Coupon

Joseph's Hair & Nail Salon
2620 Georgia Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
Across from Howard University School of Business

1229 Wisconsin Avenue NW 333-9292
HEALTH & FITNESS

Lactose intolerance doesn’t have to threaten health

By Natalie Hancock

Lactose intolerance, it’s defined by the National Institute of Health as “the inability to digest lactose in significant amounts of lactose.” Most people, regardless of lactose intolerance, can tolerate small amounts of lactose. However, when people experience symptoms such as cramps, diarrhea, or bloating after consuming dairy products, they may be lactose intolerant. These symptoms are more apparent in people who are of Asian and African ancestry, and in some European groups. However, even though lactose intolerance is prevalent in these groups, it is not exclusive to them. People from all racial and ethnic backgrounds can be lactose intolerant.

To determine if you are lactose intolerant, you can try a lactose tolerance test. This test involves drinking a lactose solution and monitoring your symptoms. If you experience symptoms such as cramps, diarrhea, or bloating, it may indicate that you are lactose intolerant.

If you have lactose intolerance, you can still enjoy dairy products by taking lactase supplements, eating lactose-free products, or consuming dairy products in moderation. It is important to consult with a healthcare professional to determine the best course of action for managing lactose intolerance.

Lactase supplements, also known as lactase tablets or lactase capsules, can help people with lactose intolerance digest lactose more effectively. These supplements contain lactase enzymes that break down lactose into simpler sugars, making it easier to digest.

Lactose-free products, such as lactose-free milk, cheese, and yogurt, are available in most grocery stores. These products are made using lactase enzymes to break down lactose, making them easier to digest. They are often labeled as “lactose-free” or “lactose-reduced” to indicate that they are suitable for people with lactose intolerance.

Eating lactose-free products can help you enjoy dairy products without experiencing symptoms of lactose intolerance. However, it is important to keep in mind that lactose-free products may not be as rich in calcium and other nutrients as their regular counterparts. Therefore, it is important to consume a varied and balanced diet to meet your nutritional needs.

With these tips, you can enjoy dairy products without experiencing symptoms of lactose intolerance. Remember, it is important to consult with a healthcare professional to determine the best course of action for managing lactose intolerance.
You're smart. Have fun. Take the money and run.

CASH BONUS / $400 purchase

red carpet lease or
red carpet option

While there may be lots of good deals out there for smart people, this one is available only to college seniors and good students, get $400 cash back** toward the purchase of $400 cash back** toward the new Ford Escort XR2 or Ford Escort hatchback of any eligible Ford or Mercury, Escortquires. And that includes the exciting new Ford Escort XR2, a perfect way to grab $400 for the wheel, big tire, for some college graduates Purchase Program info, call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com

College Graduate Purchase Program

Mercury

THE HILTOP

APRIL 18, 1997

HIGH HONORS

TOYOTA'S REMARKABLE RAV4

"The RAV4, Which Comes Better, Rides More Smoothly And Feels More Nimble Than Any SUV Made." - Autoweek, June '96

"The RAV4 is a Fun-Jockey's Dream Machine." - Car and Driver, April '96

"Toyota's New RAV4 Seems To Bridge The Gap Yeners. Cabin Car And Truck. The
Little Wagon With Big Wheels Is A Car And A Truck." - Car and Driver, April '96

"Reliability, Performance, Country-Like Quality." - Car and Driver, July '96

There's More. Your RAV4 Can Be A 2-Door Or 4-Door, A Front-Wheel Drive Or A 4-Wheel Drive, On-Road Or Off-Road With Room For Up To 5 And Cargo, Too.

TOYOTA RAV4... IT'S OUT THERE AT YOUR TOYOTA DEALER NOW!

THE Distinguished Gentlemen of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.

COMMEMORATING RACE UNITY

APRIL 27TH, 1997

2:30-4:00 P.M.
HOLY TRINITY CHAPEL
HIGHLIGHTS

How the Leaves of Two Trees Meet

Rahau Faith

The Largest Spring Picnic on the Eastern Seaboard

UPPA HOOL CHEERS

Rock Creek Park Lot #6
April 20, 1997

12:00 noon - 8:00 pm

PENN STATE UNIVERSITY

How We Always Be. About This Time!

All men are created equal, some just look better!
SPORTS

Analysis: Why does football team continue to enjoy championship tradition?

By Karintha Whisant

There's the classic saying that "history repeats itself," and there's no better example of that than how the Bison football team has continued to excel in the MEAC over the years. The team has been a staple in the conference for decades, and it's no surprise that they continue to dominate.

The Bison football team has a long history of success, which can be traced back to the 1940s. During this time, the team was known for its strong defense and consistent performances. In recent years, the team has continued to build on this legacy, with a focus on developing young talent and creating a culture of hard work and dedication.

One key factor in the team's success has been its ability to consistently attract top talent to the program. The Bison offer a unique opportunity for student-athletes to receive a quality education while also competing at a high level in their respective sports. This combination of academic and athletic success has helped attract top recruits, who in turn help drive the team's continued success.

Another factor in the team's success is its coaching staff. The Bison have a long history of successful coaches, including Hall of Famers and national champions. These coaches have instilled a strong work ethic and competitive spirit in the players, helping them to reach their full potential.

The team's success also stems from its strong program culture. The Bison have a reputation for having a tight-knit community, with players and coaches working closely together to achieve success on the field. This culture of support and accountability has helped the team to consistently perform at a high level.

In conclusion, the success of the Bison football team can be attributed to a combination of factors, including a strong program culture, a focus on developing young talent, and the ability to consistently attract top recruits. These factors have helped the team maintain its championship tradition, which is a source of pride for the Bison community.

Coaching views: Bison football team has what it takes to continue championship tradition

By Karintha Whisant

When it comes to the Bison football team, there's no doubt that they have what it takes to continue their championship tradition. The team has a proven track record of success, with multiple conference championships and bowl appearances under their belt.

One key factor in the team's continued success is its ability to consistently develop strong offensive and defensive units. The team has a history of producing standout players, both on the offensive and defensive lines, which helps to set the tone for the season.

Another factor in the team's continued success is its strong coaching staff. The team has a long history of successful coaches, including Hall of Famers and national champions. These coaches have instilled a strong work ethic and competitive spirit in the players, helping them to reach their full potential.

In conclusion, the Bison football team has what it takes to continue their championship tradition. With a strong program culture, a focus on developing young talent, and the ability to consistently attract top recruits, the team is well-positioned to continue their success for years to come.

---

Sleepless nights await top NFL, WNBA prospects

By Karintha Whisant

For the top NFL and WNBA prospects, the road to the draft is fraught with uncertainty and anxiety. These athletes are the best of the best, and the pressure to perform at the highest level is immense.

The NFL and WNBA drafts are some of the most anticipated events in sports, and the top prospects are always the center of attention. These athletes are being watched by coaches, scouts, and fans alike, and every moment counts.

For the top NFL prospects, the road to the draft is a journey of preparation and anticipation. These athletes are training hard to improve their skills and prepare for the big day. They are constantly being evaluated by coaches and scouts, who are looking to see if they have what it takes to succeed at the next level.

For the top WNBA prospects, the road to the draft is a similar journey. These athletes are training hard to improve their skills and prepare for the big day. They are constantly being evaluated by coaches and scouts, who are looking to see if they have what it takes to succeed at the next level.

In conclusion, the top NFL and WNBA prospects are on a journey of preparation and anticipation as they prepare for the draft. They are constantly being evaluated by coaches and scouts, who are looking to see if they have what it takes to succeed at the next level.
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**IMPORTANT DATES**

**DON'T BE LATE**

**First Semester 1997-98**

- **August 1**: First deferred payment due for Fall 1997 (Classes entered during General Mandatory Registration (March 31-April 11, 1997 will be purged if payment not received)
- **August 21**: Residence Halls open at 9 AM for continuing students
- **August 22-29**: Late Registration for undergraduate students
- **August 22-29**: Period for adding or dropping a course or changing from one section to another ($20 per change)
- **August 25**: Instruction begins in all schools and colleges
- **August 29**: Last day to drop a course without a grade of "W"
- **October 6**: Deadline for prospective May 1998 graduates to file application for graduation with respective deans
- **October 29**: Second deferred payment due for Fall 1997
- **November 3-14**: General Mandatory Registration for Spring 1998
- **November 21**: Last day to withdraw from a course
- **December 4**: Last day of formal classes and last day to complete process for total withdrawal from the University
- **December 19**: Fall Semester ends at close of examinations
- **December 20**: Residence Halls close at 5 PM
- **December 22**: First deferred payment due for Spring 1998
Howard Debate Team Wins National Championship!

President H. Patrick Swygert invites The Howard University Community to join in the CELEBRATION of the Howard Mock Trial Debate Team, National Champions of the Mock Trial Debate Competition.

A reception will be held in the team's honor Wednesday, April 23, at 5 p.m. in the main lobby of the Administration Building.

Light refreshments will be served.
University

Storage & Moving

$5.00 Deposit

Starting @19.95/mo.

Free Boxes

Insured & Bonded

"Designed to meet the needs of Today's College Student"

*Member of the B.B.B*